Want to learn Economics or need assistance with Economics?
Studying Macroeconomics, Microeconomics, Advanced Placement, IB Economics, Cambridge Economics or another Economics Course?

Help is at hand, eLearnEconomics assists individuals studying Economics. The site covers topics included in a wide range of courses and individuals have the ability to customise their course or do extension work.

**Key Features of eLearnEconomics:**
- Quality economic content available 24/7
- Comprehensive range of material and activities
- Caters for different learning styles
- Multiple randomized questions and answers to build up economic's literacy or to use for revision
- Prepares students for success in final assessments
- Printable worksheets with answers
- Tracks and monitors progress so students can improve results
- Affordable

**Course Material for:**
- International Baccalaureate Economics (SL and HL)
- Cambridge AS and A Level Economics
- Cambridge IGCSE Economics
- Advanced Placement Microeconomics
- Advanced Placement Macroeconomics
- NCEA Economics
- Foundation Courses